
  
Introduction 

(Right) The maximum anomaly field strength inferred by LP was 23 nT at 
an altitude of 19km [2], and is coincident with the most extensive lunar 
swirl feature encompassing Mare Ingenii. The oblique view shown in this 
high resolution image from KAGUYA spacecraft [8], shows the lack of 
relief that might otherwise explain the contrasts in colour. The swirls have 
a fluid-like structure that is quite unlike either impact craters or ejecta. 
Lunar swirls have only been identified coincident with the crustal magnetic 
anomalies even though not all the magnetic field anomalies appear to result 
in identifiable swirls. The leading hypothesis is that the albedo alterations 
of the swirls indicate that the small regions of magnetic field have 
consistently shielded the surface material from the darkening effects of 
proton bombardment from the solar wind for billions of  years [1]. 

The OSIRIS PIC Code 

Simulation Results 

Summary 

A graphical summary of the in-situ observations of the nature of the mini-magnetospheres formed from the small regions of magnetic field on 
the Moon's surface. When low density ( ~5 – 10 cm-3) protons and electrons of the Solar Wind, with it's embedded magnetic field, encounters 
the small ( 10 – 100 km across) crustal magnetic field (~5 – 250 nT) on the surface, it produces a “mini-magnetosphere”. The collisionless 
shock front can occur as low as  10km above the surface and with a magnetotail that is drawn out into space by 1,000s km [5]. Data from 
orbiting spacecraft have mapped the interaction down to low altitude (below 20km). These have shown the characteristic pile-ups of magnetic 
field intensity and plasma density occurring immediately ahead of a less turbulent interior from which much of the incoming ion density has 
been excluded [3]. This is indicating a transition through a Bow Shock and magnetopause into a magnetosphere cavity. The width of the 
barrier region is very narrow  1– 2 km. Upstream of the narrow interface region, increased levels of magnetic and electrostatic turbulence, 
including Whistlers modes, are observed, with waves occurring at or near the local lower-hybrid plasma frequency and Alfven waves [4]. The 
source of the turbulence and waves being counter streaming ions being reflected back by the magnetic boundary. The observations of the 
plasma particle distributions show a slowing and reversing of flow of the ions accompanied by a cooling upon approaching the magnetopause. 
Conversely the electrons experience an acceleration towards the anomaly and heating across the transition[4]. The simultaneous accelerations 
and decelerations of opposite charges implies the existence of sizeable ( 400V/m), static electric field pointing anti-moonward above the 
magnetic anomaly site [4]. The changes of temperature indicate a non-adiabatic dissipative interaction between solar wind ions and lunar 
magnetic anomalies. 
 

Examples of the altered albedo formations of  “lunar swirls” on the Moon. 
(Left) Reiner Gamma (7.4N, 300.9E) on the western side of Oceanus 
Procellarum. The magnetic field strength (nT) contours overlaid were 
recorded by Lunar Prospector (LP) in low-                                            
altitude passes (~35km), illustrate the detailed                                                  
resolution the surface markings provide                                                      
compared to the data taken at the altitude of                                                 
the spacecraft. (Image adapted from [9]).  

OSIRIS [7] is a mature three dimensional, fully relativistic 
particle in cell code used for modelling plasma kinetics under a 
variety of conditions. OSIRIS solves the full set of Maxwells 
equations, including Poissons equation, using currents and 
charge densities and weighted discrete particles. Continuity is 
conserved and each particles position and momentum is 
calculated via self-consistently calculated fields. The result is 
that once a scenario is composed within a simulation box, the 
result evolves fully self-consistently either with open or 
reflecting boundary conditions. 
To do this each particle's position, momentum and 
electromagnetic components resulting from itself and the 
culmination of every other particles electromagnetic influence 
on every other particle has to be determined. Calculating the 
collective effect for each plasma particle provides full self 
consistency but is computationally highly intensive and until 
recently, impractical. The simplifying fluid approximations used 
at the macro scale to speed the processing, cannot be used at the 
scale size at hand here. 
In this simulation we consider a very small, isolated dipole 
magnetic anomaly (or bubble) with a magnetic axis placed along 
the surface. The solar wind flow is normal to the lunar surface. 
Because the magnetic field is anchored to the surface, the solar 
wind is pushing into the surface. A magnetotail forming as 
would occur with a more realistic oblique angle encountered by 
spacecraft [2]. This represents the smallest diamagnetic cavity 
size that can be formed with the specific plasma parameters. 
This analysis shows that the mechanisms operate over the very 
shortest of distances. 

Normalized OSIRIS simulation results; electric field intensity and  
ion density. Here a flowing solar wind plasma impacting small 
scale magnetic field representing a lunar magnetic anomaly. The x 
axis represents altitude above the Moons surface. The y axis 
represents distance along the surface of the Moon upon which a 
magnetic dipole field is located with the axis of the magnetic 
dipole aligned parallel to the surface (south pole uppermost). This 
results in the incoming solar wind plasma (coming from left to 
right), impacting a hemispherical bubble of magnetic field 
perpendicular to the field orientation.  

The simulations confirm the laboratory findings and the 
theoretical predictions [6] that a collisionless shock forms 
at the altitude expected from the kinetic theory of 
collisionless shocks. The thickness of this shock is 
approximately equal to the electron skin depth ~ c/ωpe 
(where ωpe is the electron plasma frequency) again in 
agreement with theory. The characteristic observations of 
electron and ion density enhancements and depletions 
accompanied by magnetic field intensity pile-up at the 
shock coincide with the formation of a narrow interface 
region where a dynamically stable electric field exists. The 
simulations confirm the earlier findings of the laboratory 
experiment [6] that it is this electric field that controls the 
behaviour of the solar wind ions impacting the magnetic 
structure. The characteristic structures of the collisionless 
shock, in which the ions are reflected from a narrow layer 
by an electrostatic field is a consequence of the magnetized 
electrons and unmagnetised ions. The thin discontinuity in 
the shock structure produces a specular reflected ion 
component with a velocity equal to or greater than the 
incoming solar wind velocity. 
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Abstract 
 

The distribution of crustal magnetic anomalies over the surface of the Moon consists of one large conglomeration of overlapping 
magnetic anomalies approximately 1500 km across located on the central, southern part of the farside of the Moon. This shows 
the largest mini-magnetosphere signatures. However, the isolated anomalies, some of which extend < 100 km on the surface 
clearly produced signatures of mini-magnetospheres at altitudes below < 20 km with magnetic field strength 3-10 nT. These 
mini-magnetospheres are therefore forming at dimensions considerably smaller than the typical ion Larmor radius of the solar 
wind flow. In this poster we show the results of particle-in-cell (PIC) code simulations. Only a kinetic approach can capture the 
relevant mechanisms in this regime. The PIC code simulations show consistent results to the theory, laboratory and in-situ 
observations made by spacecraft. 

“Laboratory” [6] 
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